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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

The globalist cabal wants to monopolize health systems worldwide, and a stealth attack is already

underway in the form of an international pandemic treaty.  The negotiations for this treaty began

March 3, 2022.  As reported by The Pulse (video above):

“Coming off the back of the COVID-19 pandemic, the World Health Organization is

proposing a new pandemic treaty they’re hoping will be accepted by enough member

countries to become a reality by 2024.”

According to Director-General Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus, “me-Orst” approaches “stymie the

global solidarity needed” to address global threats. His solution? Give the WHO all the power.

“ The pandemic treaty is a direct threat to a
nation’s sovereignty to make decisions for itself
and its citizens, and would erode democracy
everywhere.”

Over the past two years, in the name of keeping everyone “safe” from infection, the globalists have

justiOed unprecedented attacks on democracy, civil liberties and personal freedoms, including the

right to choose your own medical treatment. Now, the WHO wants to make its pandemic

leadership permanent, and to extend it into the health care systems of every nation.

Treaty Threatens National Sovereignty

As noted by The Pulse, “there are a number of things in the treaty that the people of the world

need to consider before going down this path.” In the featured video, The Pulse’s Joe Martino

interviews Shabnam Palesa Mohamed, a member of the steering committee of the World Council

for Health, who points out that the treaty gives the WHO:

“... an inordinate amount of power to make decisions in sovereign countries as to how

people live and how they deal with pandemics, from lockdowns to mandates over

treatment.”

In short, it would create a one-size-Ots-all approach to disease, without regard for all the varying

situations found in individual countries, and this is something we already know doesn’t work. The

treaty is a direct threat to a nation’s sovereignty to make decisions for itself and its citizens, and

would erode democracy everywhere.

At the same time, it would cost each member country millions of dollars to participate in this

process. As explained by Mohamed, the treaty will need to go through a voting process at the

World Health Assembly in 2023. They need a majority for it to pass and, if passed, all member

countries will be bound by it.

The Treaty Is ‘Invalid and Unlawful’

Another concern raised by Mohamed is that many countries don’t even know about this treaty as

of yet, and it’s possible that the WHO might try to push for earlier implementation than 2024 — all

without public participation or input. “It is undemocratic, it is unconstitutional and therefore it

makes the treaty invalid and unlawful,” she says.

She also highlights the WHO’s history of corruption and many health policy failures, which are

“intrinsically linked to con[icts of interest.” In an open letter on the WHO’s pandemic treaty, the

World Council for Health writes, in part:

“The proposed WHO agreement is unnecessary, and is a threat to sovereignty and

inalienable rights. It increases the WHO’s suffocating power to declare unjustiMed

pandemics, impose dehumanizing lockdowns, and enforce expensive, unsafe, and

ineffective treatments against the will of the people.

The WCH [World Council for Health] believes that the people have a right to participate in

any agreement that affects their lives, livelihoods, and well-being.

However, the WHO has not engaged in a process of public participation, which is evidence

that its priority is capturing more power for itself and its corporate accomplices, than

serving the interests of the people. Without an unbiased democratic process, any

agreement by the WHO, acting via the United Nations, will be unlawful, illegitimate, and

invalid.

Historically, the WHO leadership has failed the people. Among many examples, it

approved the injurious H1N1 (swine Uu) vaccine for a controversially declared pandemic.

Equally, the WHO failed during the COVID-19 chapter as it encouraged lockdowns,

suppressed early preventive treatments, and recommended product interventions that

have proven to be neither safe nor effective.

The WHO cannot be allowed to control the world’s health agenda, nor enforce

biosurveillance. While it receives funding from public sources belonging to the people, it

is caught in a perpetual conUict of interest because it also receives substantial funding

from private interests that use their contributions to inUuence and proMt from WHO

decisions and mandates.

For example, the Gates Foundation and the Gates-funded GAVI vaccine promotion

alliance, contribute over $1 billion a year.”

Another concern is the fact that when people are harmed by the WHO’s health policies, there’s no

accountability because the WHO has diplomatic immunity. According to Mohamed, “the WHO

should not be making ANY decisions about world health in the future.”

The Ultimate Power Grab

As noted by Martino, while the treaty claims to be focused on pandemic planning and responses,

there’s serious concern that it could be expanded to cover other areas of health as well. Mohamed

agrees, saying that it could potentially be expanded, using the WHO’s constitution as the basis for

that expansion. Article 2 of the WHO’s constitution states:

“In order to achieve its objective, the functions of the Organization shall be: a) to act as

the directing and coordinating authority on international health work ... k) to propose

conventions, agreements and regulations, and make recommendations with respect to

international health matters ...

s) to establish and revise as necessary international nomenclatures of diseases, of

causes of death and of public health practices ... v) generally to take all necessary action

to attain the objective of the Organization.”

Its power is already very signiOcant, and the goal to turn the WHO into a global health dictatorship

is virtually written into its constitution. Also, remember that the WHO removed the speciOcity of

mass casualties from the deOnition of a pandemic, so now a pandemic can be just about any

disease that occurs in multiple countries. Even obesity could theoretically qualify. So, the WHO

could claim power over health care systems in any number of ways, given the chance.

Treaty Would Grant WHO Power to Mandate Vaccine Passports

While most of the world is more than ready to move on, the WHO seems unwilling to let go. A

WHO o^cial recently told the Ottawa Citizen that the COVID pandemic is still “far from over.”

The reason for this reluctance to declare the pandemic over is likely because the WHO hopes to

gain the power to mandate vaccine passports and COVID jabs worldwide. It’s already working on

the creation of a global vaccine passport/digital identity program. As reported by WEBLYF:

“Under the guise of a ‘trust network,’ another initiative called Vaccination Credential

Initiative (VCI) is also gaining momentum.

Partnering with big tech companies, big corporations, and big universities, VCI describes

itself as ‘a voluntary coalition of public and private organizations committed to

empowering individuals with access to veriMable clinical information including a

trustworthy and veriMable copy of their vaccination records in digital or paper form using

open, interoperable standards.’

VCI’s SMART Health Cards, as reported by Off-Guardian, are already implemented by ‘25

states in America, plus Puerto Rico and DC, and have become the US’s de-facto national

passport.’ As explained in the article:

‘The US government, unlike many European countries, has not issued their own occial

vaccine passport, knowing such a move would rankle with the more Libertarian-leaning

US public, not to mention get tangled in the question of state vs federal law.

The SMART cards allow them to sidestep this issue. They are technically only

implemented by each state individually via agreements with VCI, which is technically a

private entity. However, since the SMART cards are indirectly funded by the US

government, their implementation across every state makes them a national standard in

all but name.’”

United Tribes of New Zealand Denounce the WHO Treaty

As noted by NZDSOS,  “Is this the way we want to live our lives? Constantly at the behest of

shadowy individuals and corporations who monitor our every move and determine what we can

and can’t do, down to buying food?”

In a formal letter of notiOcation to the WHO and the Executive Board of the World Health

Assembly, the government of Aotearoa Nu Tireni in New Zealand strongly denounced this and any

other treaty that challenges national sovereignty:

“... you are thereby formally notiMed that the Wakaminenga Māorigovernment of Aotearoa

Nu Tireni/New Zealand does not consent in any shape of form to any type of international

pandemic treaty under the WHO or its assembly. Any such construct shall be void ab

initio.

We, as United Tribes and Hereditary Chiefs, represent the only current legitimate

government in New Zealand. The current NZ government represented by Jacinda Ardern

is an illegitimate government because it is a corporation (SEC CIK #0000216105) listed

on the US Security & Exchange Commission as Her Majesty the Queen in Right of New

Zealand.

In accordance with the ClearMeld Trust Doctrine, a corporation does not have any implied

right to govern a sovereign people. We hereby register our vote of no conMdence in the

actions or authority of the corporation unlawfully posing as a government in our territory.

This unlawful Ardern government and its ministers stand charged by the Nga Tikanga

Māori Law Society and the Wakaminenga Maori Government of Nu Tireni with genocide,

war crimes, and crimes against humanity related to their wilful disregard for the suffering

and loss of life resulting from their unlawful response to the engineered bioweapon

known as COVID-19 and the unlawful forced administration of a poison to our people and

forced medical experimentation.

Also charged with serious crimes related to a pandemic response, the WHO and Dr.

Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus have no standing or authority to form any binding

agreement related to a pandemic response, in any jurisdiction and we command that

these attempts shall cease and desist immediately pending the outcome of these charges

under Rome statutes 6, 7 and 8, Mled in the international Criminal Court 6 December 2021

...

You are hereby directed to cease and desist discussions or negotiations with the unlawful

Arden Government, a NZ Corporation, known as Her Majesty Queen in Right of New

Zealand. The Wakaminenga Maori Government of Aotearoa Nu Tireni reserves the right to

discuss/negotiate with any international partner(s) of its choice, including the World

Council for Health (WCH).”

Treaty Would Create Global Censorship of Health Information

The treaty would also give the WHO the power to censor health information worldwide. On the

European Council’s web page discussing the pandemic treaty, under the headline “Restoring Trust

in the International Health System,” it states:

“The agreement ... will set the foundation for better communication and information to

citizens. Misinformation threatens public trust and risks undermining public health

responses. To redeem citizen trust, concrete measures should be foreseen to improve the

Uow of reliable and accurate information as well as to tackle misinformation globally.”

In other words, under this treaty, we can expect even greater censorship than what we’ve

experienced so far. Tech companies have already proven where their allegiance lies, and it’s not

with the public.

Google, Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and others have deplatformed just about everyone who

posts health information that runs counter to what the WHO is saying, real-world data and

veriOable facts be damned. Financial platforms have also banned people for the same reason.

Now imagine there being a binding international law that makes all that censorship mandatory.

Their Playbook Was Revealed in 2019

O^cially, the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation is the second largest funder of the WHO, second

only to the U.S. government,  but the combined contributions from the Gates Foundation and

GAVI made Gates the uno^cial top sponsor of the WHO as of 2018.

Gates has also been funding pandemic exercises, including Event 201,  held October 18, 2019,

which gained notoriety for its extraordinary accurate “predictions” of the COVID pandemic mere

months before it was declared. Other co-sponsors included the World Economic Forum and Johns

Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health.

However, earlier that year, February 14, 2019, Gates also funded the Nuclear Threat Initiative’s

(NTI) pandemic exercise for senior global leaders on international response to deliberate

biological events, which took place in Munich, Germany.

NTI was founded to assess and reduce threats associated with the proliferation of nuclear

weapons,  but they’ve since expanded to include biological threats.  Gates has also given grants

to the NTI for vaccine development in relation to biological threats.

While Event 201 featured a Octional coronavirus outbreak, the NTI exercise involved response to

“deliberate, high consequence biological events.” In other words, a deliberate release of a

genetically engineered bioweapon — in this case a pneumonic plague — for which there is no

available treatment. This exercise scenario was the Orst of its kind. The video above features a

summary of the four-phase exercise.

Curiously, in mid-November 2019, The Guardian, The New York Times,  The Washington Post

and others reported that two people in China had in fact been diagnosed with pneumonic plague.

In addition to the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, the NTI event was sponsored by the Wellcome

Trust, the “philanthropic arm” of GlaxoSmithKline and an investor in Vaccitech, which owns the

patents to AstraZeneca’s COVID jab.  Both Gates and Wellcome are part of the technocratic

globalist network that is pushing The Great Reset forward.

Another sponsor was Georgetown University,  which also curated the World Economic Forum’s

library of COVID-19 treatments (primarily focused on antivirals and COVID gene transfer

injections).

Curation was done by three Georgetown University professors and Rebecca Katz, director of the

Georgetown Center for Global Health Science and Security.  Katz is also listed as an author on

the NTI paper,  “A Spreading Plague: Lessons and Recommendations for Responding to a

Deliberate Biological Event,” published June 2019, in which they review the conclusions reached

from that February 2019 exercise.

‘A Spreading Plague’

Together, these two pandemic exercises — both of which were sponsored by Gates — form a

playbook for how to set up a biological attack and then hide the truth from the world so that you

can not only proOt from it in the short term but also centralize power, permanently transfer wealth

and change the social and Onancial order to your own liking in the process.

Not surprisingly, a number of Event 201 participants also partook in the NTI’s exercise,  and hold

positions within technocratic institutions like Wellcome, the WHO and the World Economic Forum.

Event 201, in particular, focused not on Onding remedies and saving lives, but how to control

“misinformation.” A vast majority of that exercise centered around the creation of effective

propaganda and censorship. Similarly, “A Spreading Plague” also includes the recommendation to

enlist private companies as “assets” to carry out the globalists bidding:

“In 2019 and 2020, international organizations, including the WHO, UNODA [United

Nations Occe for Disarmament Affairs], and the World Economic Forum, should convene

private sector companies to identify gaps and concrete next steps to strengthen the

capability of companies to provide assets to assist with international response for

deliberate biological attacks and other high-consequence biological events.”

In the NTI scenario — in which a Octional country called Carta is found to have engineered and

released a biological weapon into the neighboring country of Vestia — we also see curious

parallels to current-day accusations by Russia, which claims biological weapons research was

being conducted in the Ukraine, necessitating defensive action.

All in all, the NTI tabletop exercise only adds to the evidence pile that suggests the COVID

pandemic was premeditated and preplanned for Onancial and geopolitical purposes. It was a

power grab.

The pandemic treaty with the WHO is precisely what the World Economic Forum and its allies now

need, as it will put the technocratic cabal Ormly in charge of the biosecurity of the whole world,

and empower them to implement the rest of The Great Reset agenda.

You can learn more about The Great Reset on the World Economic Forum’s website  and in

Klaus Schwab’s book, “COVID-19: The Great Reset”  (but you might want to review the

overwhelmingly negative comments on Amazon Orst).

As noted in a July 21, 2020, World Economic Forum article,  the economic devastation caused by

COVID-19 pandemic shutdowns “has the potential to hobble global prosperity for generations to

come.” The answer, according to the World Economic Forum, is for countries to make sure the

economic system is “built back better.”

Make no mistake, this catchy slogan is part and parcel of the Great Reset plan and cannot be

separated from it, no matter how altruistic it may sound. Part of the “building back better” is to

shift the Onancial system over to an all-digital centrally controlled currency system that is tied to a

vaccine passport and/or digital identity system.

Together, they will form a pervasive system of social control, as desired behaviors can be

incentivized and undesired ones discouraged through loss of various “privileges,” including

access to your own Onances. Digital currency can even be programmed by the issuer so that it can

only be used for certain types of purchases or expenses.

While it’s going to be very di^cult to stop this runaway train that is The Great Reset, part of our

defense is to oppose and prevent the WHO’s pandemic treaty from becoming reality, as we’ll lose

our national sovereignty if it does.

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant bestseller. After thousands of reviews it

has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

5,916 ratings

ORDER NOW
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FASCISM AND TYRANNY ON A GLOBAL LEVEL, POWER AND ABSOLUTE CONTROL AND SUBMISSION TO THE GREAT RESET, WITH
FUTURE PLANDEMICS. Now, the WHO wants even more power for the next pandemic, they want to continue creating new pandemics and
taking away freedoms from humanity, they want total control through passports with global reach. It is one more step for the globalists in
their support of the Great Reset. The next event is being engineered and the powers that be are already hinting that it's coming soon - The
World Health Assembly (WHA), WHO's 194-member health policy forum, has agreed to start the process of drafting a pandemic treaty
based on an existing international legal instrument called the International Health Regulations (2005), also known as the IHR.

They called the dystopian movement "The World Together" and it will be implemented under Article 19 of the WHO Constitution sometime
in 2024. This treaty wants to make the pandemic crisis permanent. Attempts to impose lockdowns for future variants of COVID will be
controlled globally, governments will be ceding real power over life and liberty. THE VACCINE PASSPORTS promoted by the WHO is a new
measure that represents an even greater risk to freedom, privacy and civil liberties. WHO will meet with member states and representatives
of vaccine certiOcation credentialing groups to discuss a global vaccine certiOcation system.
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The Pandemic Treaty Is a Spreading Plague
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola & Fact Checked

The globalist cabal wants to monopolize health systems worldwide, and a stealth attack is already underway in the form of an international

pandemic treaty, proposed by the World Health Organization

'

The treaty is a direct threat to a nation’s sovereignty to make decisions for itself and its citizens, and would erode democracy everywhere. Not

only would the treaty empower the WHO to mandate COVID jabs and vaccine passports globally, it could potentially also expand the WHO’s

power to dictate all health care policy worldwide

'

The treaty would also give the WHO the power to censor health information worldwide. This would be disastrous, as the WHO has a long

history of corruption and health policy failures that are intrinsically linked to con[icts of interest

'

When people are harmed by the WHO’s health policies, there’s no accountability because the WHO has diplomatic immunity'

Bill Gates, the second largest funder of the WHO, has also been funding pandemic exercises, including Event 201 and the Nuclear Threat

Initiative’s exercise on international response to deliberate biological events. This scenario involved a deliberate release of a genetically

engineered bioweapon — a pneumonic plague — for which there is no available treatment. Both exercises were held in 2019

'
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VCI is the group behind SMART health cards, which have been widely adopted in the US and have become the de facto vaccine
credentialing standard. reclaimthenet.org/the-who-is-working-on-a-global-vaccine-passport-syst..  (04/03/2022)
www.climatedepot.com/2021/12/01/a-radical-un-climate-style-pandemic-tr..  treaty-to-prevent-next-outbreak/
www.greenmedinfo.com/blog/who-moves-create-new-global-public-health-wo..  (04/03/2022)
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The WHO wants to be the highest health authority on the planet and has within itself the exclusive sovereign power to declare a
global pandemic, any treaty that limits the freedom of movement or privacy of the citizens of a nation is the best for the world. The
WHO is essentially erecting a global biosafety governance system that will drive tracking of what was previously private data and
behavior, essentially removing health privacy for all people. New actions are being promoted where "vaccines" will continue to be the
star of the crown with results that will continue to be devastating.

COVID-19 VACCINE MASSACRE: 68,000% INCREASE IN STROKE, 44,000% INCREASE IN HEART DISEASE, 6,800% INCREASE IN
DEATHS OVER NON-COVID VACCINES www.globalresearch.ca/covid-19-vaccine-massacre-68000-increase-strokes..  (03/ 29/2022)
Passports, fact checkers, censorship will be perfectly globalized to subtract freedoms and create a global state where tyranny and
fascism will be the tools that drive the Great Reset. There will be no border to disinformation.

An open letter to the White House, Surgeon General Murthy, the Twitter censors, the Medium censors, the LinkedIn censors, the
YouTube censors, the medical community, the mainstream media, all members of the US Congress, world leaders, all public health
o^cials anywhere in the world, all "fact-checker" organizations, and members of the California legislature, especially Assemblyman
Evan Low and Senator Dr. Richard Pan. COVID MISINFORMATION: 20 QUESTIONS THEY DON'T WANT TO ANSWER
www.globalresearch.ca/20-questions-they-dont-want-answer/5775680  (03/27/2022)
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SIGN THE PETITION AGAINST US PARTICIPATION IN THE WHO PANDEMIC TREATY: “We oppose policies that require US citizens to
take action directed by a global body in the context of health that also affects the freedom to travel and trade. We also oppose the
inevitable sharing of private health data that underlies the functionality of a greater global response."
standforhealthfreedom.com/.../who  Stand for Health Freedom (SHF) is a nonproOt organization dedicated to protecting basic
human rights, constitutional rights, and parental rights. Our digital advocacy hub, launched in August 2019, enables conscientious
Americans to take a stand on important issues by giving them direct contact with their elected o^cials and others in positions of
in[uence.

SHF is building an infrastructure to educate citizens and for citizens to educate their legislators. SHF has an estimated reach of one
million advocates who are pro-informed consent, pro-democracy, pro-debate, pro-sharing, pro-First Amendment, pro-science, pro- in
favor of parental rights, in favor of bodily sovereignty and in favor of -Conscious decision making. Together, we are committed to
reaching people and making it undeniable to citizens and lawmakers that America still stands for health freedom.
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Gui, I don’t quite follow this train of thought in your next … “ any treaty that limits the freedom of movement or privacy of the citizens
of a nation is the best for the world” My brain does not agree with that statement.
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Gui, there never was a Covid Pandemic. There was & is a Pandemic of Corruption of lust for $$$, Power & Control. In the end, all of
which will prove to be wisp in the winds. For those who have seen from the beginning & those who have broken free to see the
deeper reality, if you haven't liked what the last two years have been, it has all been a shadow of What May Come. If this or other
schemes likely all under the in[uence of the WEF come to pass, no doubt in short order a Health Dictatorship will likely from the start
be in actuality a straight up dictatorship. The most damaging 'virus' is their propaganda and censorship with the added use of private
corporations to Oll in where gov'ts can't, to control honest open discussions & debate they consider misinformation.

Remember the foundation slogan Alone, Together. In reality just plain alone. Alone - the thrust, a cornerstone throughout the history
of the Predator$ Divide, Isolate, & Conquer - to Rule. The censorship of the web is to promote one message & one message only,
theirs. The biggest act of resistance is to be Together Again. To do all we can as individuals & to search out those & things to Heal,
Not Steal. The Predator$ are nothing but thieves. Thieves who not only steal the material possessions, but steal the ability to
connect to Life, Creation, the actual Wealth of our spirit, our full potential as human beings, as well as the fruits of Our Garden,
Planet Earth.
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To invoke an emergency based on a genetically engineered virus released to the atmosphere, and based on disallowed medication
that could have saved many needlessly lost lives (read, murder), is not any valid legal claim. Instead, it is an improperly invoked
"Emergency" and "Pandemic", so declared for proOteering and power-based purposes. Therefore, the power grab is legally, null and
void. Send the perpetrators home packing and better yet, intern them permanently in prison! End of story! Now put your feet up and
rest easy. There can't be any legal basis for this power grab. The whole structure will be called out by attorneys, and will fall down. (I
am not an attorney but just a well read layperson interested in constitutional law).
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Thanks ghOnn, it is what the WHO states: "The WHO claims to be the highest health authority on the planet and has within itself the
exclusive sovereign power to declare a global pandemic, any treaty that limits freedom of movement or privacy of individuals
citizens of a nation is the worst thing for the world." The entire newsroom is against the WHO being the highest health authority on
the planet.
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Yes, Just very accurate expressions, the pandemic exercises of the globalist elite cannot have continuity in a fascist state where the
WHO directs the governments with the back covered by Bill Gates, Soros and other undesirables of the WEF. This globalist cabal is
planning to monopolize healthcare systems around the world through the creation of an international treaty on pandemics. Universal
health coverage is a medical tyranny where humanity will be at the mercy of the globalist elite. The globalist cabal has justiOed
unprecedented attacks on democracy, civil liberties, and personal freedoms, including the right to choose your own medical
treatment.

The WHO is preparing to make its pandemic leadership a part of the Great Reset. Gerberding wrote a Time 1 article laying out the
framework for an international pandemic surveillance network, which would also include threat prediction and prevention.
Gerberding served as director of the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention from 2002 to 2009. After leaving the CDC, she
became executive vice president for vaccines, then switched years later to strategic communications at Merck. This is particularly
egregious as she was the head of the government's vaccine regulatory agency and immediately took a job with one of the world's
largest vaccine manufacturers.

Unethical in spades, but perfectly legal. www.fnih.org/news/press-releases/dr-julie-gerberding-named-chief-execu..  Gerberding's
next turn through the revolving door was to be appointed executive director of the Foundation of the National Institutes of Health
(NIHF), on March 1, 2022. its board is packed with top pharmaceutical executives and even a representative from BlackRock, one of
the three largest investment Orms in the world.
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Dr. Peter Breggin, author of "COVID-19 and the Global Predators: We Are the Prey," 4 warned that the next step in the globalists' war
against humanity is to take control of health systems around the world. world.
www.americaoutloud.com/tedros-introduces-globalist-plan-to-take-over-w..  As Breggin reports, global healthcare control really
began with Gates' Decade of Vaccines, announced in 2010 at the World Economic Forum (WEF) annual meeting in Davos. At the
time, Gates installed Fauci on his vaccine advisory board, thus ensuring that his plans would receive support from NIAID. The
pandemic was a perfect cover. In the name of keeping everyone “safe” from infection, globalists have justiOed unprecedented
attacks on democracy, civil liberties, and personal freedoms, including the right to choose your own medical treatment. The link is
very descriptive. www.globalresearch.ca/globalists-aim-take-over-health-systems-worldwid..  (03/16/2022)
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Indeed, Mirandola a “vaccine” that is a gene therapy as an article by Dr. Mercola reported that at a meeting of the World Health
Summit, the director of the Pharmaceutical Division of Bayer admitted that “mRNA vaccines are an example of cell gene therapy.
And he also said that if a survey had been conducted two years earlier (2019) to ask people if they would be willing to undergo cell or
gene therapy, "most likely 95% would have given a negative answer." . In addition to denying the authorities, who for two years said
that vaccines were not gene therapies, he also stated that, at present, the Oeld of innovation, research and development of this type
of therapy generates job security and prosperity for those who invest in they. www.youtube.com/watch  Promoting the COVID
vaccine in healthy children, or the fourth dose of ineffective injections in people of any age, are just attempts to enrich the
pharmaceutical industry and others who beneOt.

“It is time for our government o^cials to admit that none of the COVID vaccines are effective. It is time for our government o^cials
to acknowledge the injuries and deaths being reported at an alarming rate. It is time for our government o^cials to stop putting
proOts before people. It's time for our government o^cials to follow the science! IT'S TIME TO FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
childrenshealthdefense.org/child-health-topics/health-freedom/its-time..  (03/28/2022)
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Vaxxed By Machines, Tracked By Machines: Humanity To Be Augmented One Cell At A Time Moderna’s co-founder created a
quantum dot tattoo to track the vaxxed. The company is now using AI to generate endless mRNA jabs. Welcome to Transhumanism,
Inc. We’re living out a sci-O thriller where unaccountable corporations openly force advanced tech into our bodies. Capitalizing on the
current germaphobic frenzy, Moderna’s co-founder, Dr. Robert Langer, saw his experimental mRNA vaccines pushed on the American
public. Riding that dark wave of corporate and government mandates, Langer became an instant billionaire. But this isn’t the only
fanged rabbit in his magic top hat.

In 2018, the MIT scientist had developed a quantum dot tattoo—an under-skin nanoparticle QR code, to be scanned by
smartphones—in order to track the vaccinated masses and ensure compliance.  This vaxx & track technology drew the intense
personal interest of Bill Gates. That interest naturally translated into millions of dollars in funding. This is in addition to $20 million
given to Moderna by the Gates Foundation back in 2016 to develop a new type of vaccine—where bits of injected genetic code would
hijack the cell’s machinery to produce reams of pathogenic proteins.
joebot.substack.com/p/vaxxed-by-machines-tracked-by-machines?token=eyJ..  The Witchdoctors under the thumb of the "hidden
Shaka Zulus" have been ruling/running the roost for millennia.

Onalwakeupcall.info/en/2018/04/25/who-is-the-most-powerful-of-the-wor..  ... and for good reason... doing the necessary eugenics
for cyclic ice age famines/dynasty/empire falls ... look how smart you are Gui... "natural" eugenical [humans are natural] selection
works. www.brighteon.com/a18d3842-af07-433c-b9ba-676fbc25c13d
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Situation Update, March 30, 2022 - SUDDEN DEATH  (Mike Adams speaks from the heart)
www.brighteon.com/7c2b0523-07ee-4535-9dca-6dcaeb1068fe   INCRIMINATING: Moderna, NIAID, Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation
helped develop SARS-CoV-2 and launched predatory vaccine experiments long before COVID-19
www.naturalnews.com/2022-03-30-moderna-niaid-gates-foundation-develope..  The Chilling Reason They Won’t Declare the
Pandemic Over... This stealth attack is already underway and is a direct threat to every nation’s sovereignty to make decisions for
themselves – and it will erode democracy everywhere. The WHO’s sinister mission is virtually written into its constitution…

ya, it is a “Chilling [Ice Age Now] Reason” alright. www.brighteon.com/a18d3842-af07-433c-b9ba-676fbc25c13d   |  |
www.brighteon.com/new-search?query=hrr&page=1&uploaded=week   | | https://electroverse.net   Dr. David Martin: COVID vaccines
are bioweapons designed for genocide www.naturalnews.com/2022-03-30-covid-vaccines-are-bioweapons-designed-..   One of the
saddest lessons of history is this: if we've been bamboozled long enough, we tend to reject any evidence of the bamboozle. We're no
longer interested in Onding out the truth. The bamboozle has captured us. It's simply too painful to acknowledge, Even to ourselves,
that we've been taken. Once you give a charlatan power over you, you almost never get it back. - Carl Sagan
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Thank you Gui. I feel that there must be some recognition that the world’s population is reaching the point that our planet cannot
provide enough sustenance for us all, population control would be no bad thing. Where I take exception to this is that control is now
being foisted upon us by a gang of criminals intent on cornering the earth’s resources for their greedy selves. Proper, common sense
approach by sensible world governments could implement voluntary population control without the present genocide. Too much to
ask for? Here is an exceptional article, a bit long, but well worth reading. Puts a lot of the present situation in perspective
www.standfortruth.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/KILLING-US-SOFTLY2...
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Thanks Robert and Glastian, more damage from vaccination with mRNA gene therapy. APHASIA CAN BE CAUSED BY THE COVID
VACCINE. By Steve Kirsch How do we know Bruce Willis' aphasia wasn't caused by the vaccine? Nobody is talking about it. Aphasia
is one of thousands of symptoms whose reporting rates increased after COVID vaccines were launched. It's number 1574 on that
ranked list of COVID vaccine-elevated symptoms we calculated as of November 2021. Bruce Willis is 67 and developed aphasia after
being vaccinated. Could it just be a coincidence? Maybe, but how did Willis' doctors rule out the vaccine being causal? The actual
case reports show people are normal before getting vaccinated and unable to talk shortly after.
stevekirsch.substack.com/p/aphasia-can-be-caused-by-the-covid?token=ey..  (03/30/2022)
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The "WHO" is A crime cartel. A criminal cartel controlled by Bill Gates, Google thugs like POzer, Astra, Moderna...etc. World De-Population is
The goal. Stage one was a [u "pandemic" which these thugs labeled as "Covid". Now is stage number 2. Public is kept under stress. Despite
many people understanding that the "pandemic" was indeed [u, subconsciously they create their own stress of being in the "unknown". This
STRESS is what technocratic gangsters need. Stress is A Killer. I still see many people are wearing the face masks - outside, in a car.
Unbelievable how people are scared. The Western media is playing along with the "WHO" and Google..etc. And by watching the poisonous
"news" on TV the zombies of the planet Earth are becoming "WHO"s partners in crime.
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You are so right i agree with all you say
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Well said, zionvius, and so very true. Stress breaks down our natural immunity. I am literally speechless when I see those masked-up,
walking alone outdoors, or driving their cars. Insane, brain-dead!
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Many comments are made about the compliance of the sheeple, and how we do not understand their “zombieOcation”. Here is an
old article on sodium [uoride, how it was recognised as an “obedience” drug in WW2, now routinely added to our tap water under the
guise of tooth protection www.stormfront.org/.../t590215
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Senator Malcolm Roberts has dropped a MASSIVE TRUTH BOMB in the Australian Parliament, calling out the whole demonic covid fraud.
He implicates the health bureaucrats, Big Pharma $$ and those who have remained silent. He wants to hunt them down.  (This needs to go
viral): twitter.com/.../1509019954712301570
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Thanks NW, great news of the awakening of some senators against the Covid fraud. Also, the US Army's COVID-19 vaccination
mandate has been blocked for all Marines seeking religious exemptions. A preliminary injunction that previously covered 35 Navy
SEALs now covers about 4,000 more. US District Judge Reed O'Connor, a George W. Bush appointee who delivered the original ruling
in January, agreed to expand it in part because all members who applied for religious exemptions "have been harmed in essentially
the same way." The new ruling means that "anyone in the US Navy who has been denied the religious accommodation of the vaccine
mandate is now protected from any kind of punishment or involuntary separation, things like that," Mike said. Berry, an attorney with
the First Liberty Institute, which is representing the plaintiffs in the case.
www.theepochtimes.com/judge-blocks-covid-19-vaccine-mandate-for-entire..  (03/29/2022)
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Wow! What a speech, what conviction and clarity, what statistical facts, and what a closing statement! Whew! The only mistake he
makes, calling it "Criminal incompetence" Is that (I believe) it is criminal deliberation afoot, not incompetence. Thanks for posting
this important link! ~~~Further, it would seem to me that wherever a medical solution is disallowed in order for the vax to proOteer,
at expense to human health and even to life itself, is far from any legitimate "emergency" invocation or any so called "pandemic".
Therefore, the WHO's power grab is going to fall down, there is simply no legal or moral basis for it. End of story! (I am not an
attorney just a concerned citizen).
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Thank you Gui. Let us hope we are beginning to see the Orst turning of the tide against this pre-planned Tyranny. If this demonic
Agenda can get pushed back - then there is real hope for the future. Surely people will not fall for a siminlar situation again
propagated by Big Pharma $$ and corrupt politicians. Thank you Mirandola. It certainly looks like criminality, or more probably a
crime against humanity. There were very few in the Australian Senate to support him - but thankfully his speech is all over the
internet. As for the other politicians - like so many across the world - they appear to be suffering from Vaccine Certainty Psychosis
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What a shame he belongs to the loony One Nation Party. It means many people won't pay attention. Pity.
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seedsaver37 The Truth will come out in the end. And his speech is now all over the internet as more and more people begin to wake
up.
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They have to. Nothing else is working and the jab isn't doing its job. Did anyone hear about the 20 people who died on the 100% vax'd cruise
ship?  I keep thinking - what if this Oght is the least of our worries? I mean, what comes next? Those heads of the world that pit us against
each other, that decided we're expendable and can die on the Oeld or being bombed, they're not bleeding with us, they're not being
demanded to get the jab! I keep wondering when people will see the casualties of war in the way they should be seen - that each innocent
face killed was a human being with a life destroyed because some puppet master wanted to get his rocks off playing a real-life game of
chess.

I'm sick of it. I'm sick of Gates and the WHO and the lost cause of Fauci.  If they don't usher out these useless units and bring in fresh blood
with new ideas, then yes, we are on a sinking ship. But our ship began sinking when Americans began being used as guinea pigs for GMO's
and chemicals in food and in our water supply, etc.

We have no gov't protecting us, (and PS, other countries DO protect their citizens from foul, chemical laden food from America.) They act
like the only thing that will save the world from this is a defunct non vaccine that has never done its job, thank you Fauci, once again). In
their eyes, we only have the shot. Get the shot, the shot, the shot ... don't worry, it will make you super human.  Ugh. I'm sick of it all.  If only
more of the population was educated at what's really happening.
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Re "[W]e have no gov't protecting us. . . .":  Sadly, there is that one of the hardest things we could do is, admit there are times we need
to recognize agents do evil, or refuse to perform critical duties, and parts of the constitutions (all Ofty-one) were written to address
those times our agents refuse to or otherwise fail to honor their oaths and perform their duties, but would, instead, abuse their
positions to their own ends.
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lovetosing6, I agree with absolutely everything you said AND you said it very well. "I'm sick of it all" too and like you, I also worry
about what comes next.
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Lovestosing I agree - I'm sick of all this too, I feel your frustration. Populations are still asleep - The criminals are still safely in their
jobs. The Who is still dictating - Gates is still funding to get his agenda. - big pharma is still supplying the poision shots to the willing
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jobs. The Who is still dictating - Gates is still funding to get his agenda. - big pharma is still supplying the poision shots to the willing
arms. Biolabs are still doing gain of function - the Justice - exactly where is the justice?
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Tony the rat Fauci has been hinting in a subtle manner that lockdowns are on the horizon. To me this sounds like the upcoming
midterm elections will require mail in ballots only. The only way the democrats can win is cheat, steal, and lie. I am looking forward
to the Hunter Biden laptop from hell to take down the majority of politicians and judiciary in this country. The laptop has been put in
the Congressional record by Florida Representative Gaetz. According to Jack Maxey the laptop was thought to contain 114,000
emails but an additional 100,000 plus emails that were deleted have been recovered. Then there are the many incriminating
photographs. radiopatriot.net/.../jack-maxey-has-the-goods
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The big violation of federal law is by the FAA and the airlines in allowing vaccinated pilots to operate the plane. by Steve Kirsch The serious
violation being done by the FAA and airlines themselves is allowing pilots who have been vaccinated with the experimental vaccine to [y.
That’s prohibited under federal law. (1) Notice to FAA That Pilots Are Operating Commercial Aircraft in Contravention of Do-Not-Fly
Regulations – Title 14 Code of Federal Regulations §61.53 (also known as Federal Aviation Regulation 61.53) and Associated Guidance –
Which Disallow Medical Clearance of Pilots Who Has Injected NON-FDA Approved Medical Products, such as COVID-19 Vaccinations; (2)
Notice to FAA That Pilots Have Suffered Death and Serious Injury Post-COVID-Vaccinations; (3) Notice to FAA that Signors Are Aware That
Complaints Were Made to FAA Concerning this Issue;...
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Laws are made to be broken!  And we have millions of vaxxed driving cars. Not safe to [y and not safe to cross the street.
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big47846
Joined On 5/10/2021 8:03:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

WORLDWIDE 1776 COMING. PURGE FOLLOWS. NO ONE IS GOING TO PUT UP WITH THEIR SCAMDEMIC B.S. AGAIN!
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therealjones
Joined On 10/8/2010 5:59:47 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I don't know about worldwide, but here in America if we are pushed to far the spirit of 76 will be seen.
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Katzenjammer5
Joined On 3/25/2017 3:45:13 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Worldwide, yes. A great awakening is happening, even if slowly. The key is to break the spell the media has on the people.
mistermicawber.substack.com/p/engineering-selective-outrage-about?r=11..
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

big, I sure hope you are correct. I still see too many people that know better but don't want to go against the grain. They will return to
face diapers if others have. They dont want to stand out in the crowd. So sad. That is why it is imperative that each and every person
with half a brain strap on a spine and not comply. It has been estimated that 30% know the truth, 30% are hopelessly brainwashed
and 40% can be swayed in either direction. Every person that does not comply enables the 40% to develop a backbone.
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Sanbruno69
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Don't Comply!
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

who is in charge ?? - who calls the shots ?? - this farce cannot end - the proOts are too great - the jackpot is paying out - this is the money
bonanza from Hell !! - the politicians love venality - so they will sell you and your mother down the river and drown them as a sacriOce for
Moloch and his cronies - God is DEAD according to these carpet baggers - money has taken God's place - Mankind is for the chopping block
- we are all to be sacriOced and the Golden Calf is solely for FOOLS - round and round the daisy chain the burnt offerings continue - all this
for a DEAD God
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, Stan the Golden Calf is in the ball of the "vaccines" and in the great crisis. The WHO wants to favor the Great Reset with a
control of the institutions and a surveillance of the complement. Now the WHO will be the maximum exponent that directs a tyranny
imposed on all humanity. Hours after the FDA authorized a fourth injection of Moderna and POzer's COVID-19 vaccines for all
Americans age 50 and older, an FDA o^cial said a Ofth injection may be needed in the fall. “I don't want to surprise anyone, but
people may need an additional booster in the fall, along with a more general booster campaign if it goes through, because we may
need to switch to a different cover variant. Dr. Peter Marks, head of the FDA's center that regulates vaccines, told reporters in a
March 29 call. www.theepochtimes.com/Ofth-covid-19-vaccine-shot-may-be-needed-in-fal..  (03/ 29/2023)
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Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM
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The current spike in oil prices is also a money/power grab designed by the Bidens. It was during the Trump years that Hunter Biden
was making all these energy deals in the Ukraine. The plan, all along, was to shut down Keystone and lift the sanctions Trump put in
place on Nordstream2. Meanwhile (2016-2020), the Biden's were buying up MILLIONS in oil futures. I didn't keep up with it at the
time, but I believe oil futures in 2017 were selling for around $35 to $40 a barrel. Today they are selling for more than $107 a barrel!!
So imagine buying a million barrels of oil futures in 2017, get elected President in 2021, sign an executive order that guarantees to
raise the price of oil futures immediately, cancel sanctions Trump placed on Nordstream2, and then entice Russia into a war. Five
years later you turn a 30 million dollar investment into 72 million dollars. Most of our elected o^cials are doing this.
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Joined On 2/17/2022 7:16:11 AM
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Truth is we all die pennyless,believing GOG or KNOT...
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Add as Friend  Send Message

from Gui's Epoch times link: "The FDA authorized the outdated boosters because regulators felt doing so could save lives and
because it will likely take several months to discern whether an Omicron-speciOc booster works, he added." - OUTDATED BOOSTERS
DO NOT WORK! who is on the "FDA regulators board? - Appears it is saving their salaries, not human lives, instead, using the
language of upsidedownland, they are out to kill more humans. As David Icke recounted in January, if you follow the inversion of
language - it works every time!
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stanleybecker
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Add as Friend  Send Message

"booster" is a misnomer Gui - the implication being that traction needs to be consolidated the Zombies comatosely accept the
subliminal and overt streamings of propaganda - the TV has the power to Oll the empty heads of empty vessels - the BRAIN DEAD
have risen from the living-  hi Jam - war proOteering is as old as the hills - the Bidens have HOODWINKED the Amercan populace
"time after time" - the ponographic sins of the son will hopefully scandalize the morass also known as the Zombie brain or lack of
brain function    Kara - " In 1 Chronicles 5:4 (see Chronicles, books of the), Gog is identiOed as a descendant of the prophet Joel, and
in Ezekiel 38–39, he is the chief prince of the tribes of Meshech and Tubal in the land of Magog, who is called upon by God to
conquer the land of Israel. With a great coalition of forces from throughout the world, Gog and his entire army will invade Israel “like
a cloud covering the earth” (38:16) and will plunder and loot the cities. God, however, will send terrible natural disasters that will
destroy Gog and his forces. The defeat of Gog will demonstrate the greatness and holiness of God and restore good relations
between God and his people. " - hi rose - loved your comment - "it APPEARS THAT THEY ARE SAVING SALARIES, NOT HUMAN
LIVES"
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Hi Stan - looking at microscope images of droplets from vials, toxins are being shot into humans currently referred to as "vaxxnes".
Then learning from Steve Kirsch or someone else the "safety" and industry review board members have industry con[icts, if not
directly then indirectly. Any safety system has been rigged beyond belief - tearing down and rebuilding is ridiculous, an exercise in
futility. My wish is this rigged system is exposed for all to see, as an entire industry is falling on their swords! (into childhood shots
as [u shots for preggers and autism explodes as well - remember that from 2016 or so?) WAY TOO BIG to break apart or legislate
change; however, appear to be imploding based on their own greed and malfeasance...how much longer?
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Stanley, I seem to have read in the last chapter of a popular book that in end times men will become lovers of self and lovers of
money.
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Stan: It is not about money. It is about control. The bankster pathological narcissists pulling the strings want the 99% & nations to be
impoverished and thus enslavable. They want to be Tsars of the world with the 99% serfs. A key clause in the proposed treaty is that
they will be enforced through sanctions. WHO has no military. The means of enforcement will be through the Bank of International
Settlements, SWIFT, IMF, World Bank & other networks controlled by banksters like Visa et al. All those bankster institutions operate
mostly outside the jurisdiction of any nation or organization of nations. They are by deOnition outlaws with allegiance to none but
themselves.

Because they control the creation, distributionand transfer of currencies they can strangle international trade for any associated
country. If you look deep Ukraine is about bankster control. Russia & China & Iran & others are setting up Onancial trading outside the
BIS et al. Ukraine was part of that effort as was Libya, Iraq, Venezuela, Afghanistan, Cuba, Syria & North Korea. Essentially where
ever you see the footprints of the Pentagon and CIA you are looking at instructions from the banksters. Guys like Gates, Bezos,
Musk, Slim, Buffett are just front men. The banksters greatest fear is that the 99% will awaken. The front men will be the targets of
the torches and pitchforks.

Hardly anyone knows the names, faces and residences of the banksters, purposefully. Those front men mercenaries do the bidding
of the banksters because they love control too and want to be able to join the esclusive club.  On the bright side, though taking back
our freedom seems a daunting task, it is obviously possible and probably probable. If it weren't the banksters would not act so
surreptitiously. Do everything you can to operate outside the digital money system. Use cash. Bank with Credit Unions. Keep a
signiOcant cash reserve if possible. If the system crashes as it must at some point, cash will buy food.
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

rose - the narrative in historical context suggests epochs of liberty followed by periods of oppression - is humanities presence on
planet Earth Onite or inOnite - why are we moving into space - what does our trashy ways gift space with - will we trash Mars ?? - yes,
everything we touch turns to dross - that is the only certitude - time is the penetration of light {so Tesla saw it} like Diogenes 2000
years ago Mankind is wreathed in Darkness  here is a link to our Future - www.youtube.com/watch  -----------------------------brian - the
Bible constantly warns us concerning the delusions of self love {idolatry} and "thou shalt not steal" is a central tenet of the
Decalogue - the Fall of Man is tied to these moral codes
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axkershaw
Joined On 7/8/2013 3:01:14 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Stan: I Ond thinking of 7 generations calming. In 100-200 years or less corporate capitalism will have collapsed. The number of
prematurely dead during that process is unknowable, but there will be survivors. Almost all of the havoc wreaked upon the planet is
because of corporations not people. It is them, the corporations, not we the people. Corporate legal entities allows the worst
impulses of humanity to be perpetrated without consequences. A corporation can murder thousands and no one goes to jail. Without
the corporate legal shield the pathological narcissists would be prosecuted and jailed.

I see it as our evolutionary obligation to pass that wisdom on to future generations so that they can avoid the trap of corporate
irresponsibility. Remember that the British Empire started as the empire of the British East India Company. It was only in the 1850s
that the Raj took over. The American revolution happened because the British Parliament & monarch imposed the Currency Acts at
the behest of the privately held corporation, The Bank of England, and the import taxes at the behest of the British East India Corp.

The Boston Tea Pary was against the Company and its tax free tea. The Currency Acts made it so the colonies could not issue their
own currencies and had to do business in sterling and gold. That caused widespread poverty where there had been widespread well
being. Ironically George Washington was a shareholder in the Bank of England even during the revolution. Kind of goes along with
being a slaveholder while Oghting for "Freedom".
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

hi axsker - the narrative surrounding human oppression is the eventual overcoming of enslavement by the rejection of the enforced
servitudes - thank God and the innate desre to gain / regain freedom of thought - Mankind demands that life becomes a journey into
growth and consciousness - the slave masters become obsolete and are condemned - I see no movement that popularizes the slave
mind succeeding unless you live in Hell - Hell is extreme and uncomfortable - no one seeks to live in Hell - www.youtube.com/watch
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

rrealrose - talk about crazy! I can't even begin to fathom what kind of evil would allow that? Especially when they are NOT saving
lives. I guess if you keep saying it, they think everyone will believe they are 'safe and effective.'
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forgiveniam2
Joined On 4/29/2012 2:26:00 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How do we dismantle WHO?
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mnpearl
Joined On 6/20/2006 2:15:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Drone strike?
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ghTnn
Joined On 2/9/2016 7:51:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It is ‘membership’, we drop out, called freedom of choice. But, with the idiot at the helm we will hit the iceberg.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I can't imagine that this power grab exists on any solid legal basis. The virus was genetically engineered, hence the pandemic is
really aptly called a PLANdemic, and this can not be invoked as a basis for an emergency or for a pandemic. Therefore, the entire
power grab exists on improperly invoked grounds, and can not stand legally, and the WHO's attempts to grab unchecked global
power will have to fall down. I am sure of this. However, I am not an attorney, just a well read layperson interested in civil liberties.
My message however is, do not let yourself be fooled or scared based on lies and holes and illegitimacies. Instead, rise up against
them and invoke the truth and the law. Thank you all.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The WHO called every pandemic from 1990's onward. They control whether or not a lab leak is called a pandemic. To date, these
have all been faked pandemics (if you have not yet read the RFK Jr book on Dr Fauci, this behavior is outlined in the Onal 2 chapters.)
The WHO is the problem along with the proliferation of BSL-3 and -4 laboratories worldwide. WEAPONIZING LIFE ON EARTH.
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Katzenjammer5
Joined On 3/25/2017 3:45:13 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The key is to break the spell of the media. This is the linchpin. The population has become a kind of virtue-signaling "hive mind" that
is managed: mistermicawber.substack.com/p/engineering-selective-outrage-about?r=11..
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Katzenjammer5
Joined On 3/25/2017 3:45:13 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yup, they want to create a permanent state of pandemic.  Domestically, the media are the psychological operations of the Globalists.  In
2012, Obama signed H.R. 4310, which repealed this long-standing Act. It’s now entirely legal for the US government to use powerful,
military-grade psychological warfare against its own people.   After a century of experience, they are masters at shaping and leveraging
group think dynamics, and minutely controlling the population’s focus. And new technologies (virtually all eyes on screens nearly 24/7, the
emergence of nonlinear networked communication, social media platforms, etc.) have only extended their power. See here:
mistermicawber.substack.com/p/engineering-selective-outrage-about?r=11..
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ghTnn
Joined On 2/9/2016 7:51:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I guess this is why they foamed at the mouth when MAGA separated us ‘out’ of the WHO.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Nazi Pelosi nearly had a stroke when Trump shut down Nordstream2, withdrew from the WHO, threatened to withdraw from NATO,
restarted Keystone, and started the border wall. Her and her husband lost BILLION$ over night!
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Too bad we can't just hand all the rabid animals who believe the MSM propaganda over to the globalists to be their chattel and lab
rats forever in exchange for our own lives. Screw their freedom, bodily autonomy, right to own property or health. They richly deserve
the Hell-on-earth they helped usher in. Too bad about us human beings.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

jamNjim - you read my mind! Ugh!
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mtb1939
Joined On 9/5/2017 7:30:10 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Easy solution. Citizens to hunt these people down, Ond these criminals and execute them on the spot. No trial, just gangsta style.
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NikkiEagle
Joined On 8/19/2015 6:07:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As long as people remain citizens....taxpayers.....slaves of the corporations that are masquerading as legitimate governments everywhere,
the tyranny and control will continue. You are all corporate property. Your "rights" are an illusion; you get whatever they decide to give you
and that's all. A bone here or there to keep the illusion going that you have so-called civll rights protections which courts will uphold. Silly
rabbits.....their courts are stacked against you! What part of "you are all owned by corporate governments" do people not understand? This
IS the whole universe of the problem. It's the How, the Why and the Where-it's-headed, and it's also why even with more than 50% of the
entire world's population protesting, signing petitions, rallying, and taking whatever other forms of activism have not stopped the slow
herding toward total global enslavement to corporate interests.

What do corporations do? They continue expanding their proOt base. They continue Onding ways to increase their shareholder Onancial
value. Growth...onward and upward, any way possible, long as it remains soulless. There is no such thing as ENOUGH. There never will be.
And as long as you are their property, they will command you. The noose is tightening. You're captured and contained within the very
corrupt system that you want to change, and yet there you stay, moaning and quaking in fear! Why?  Take radical action by expatriating and
renouncing corporate "citizenship" to return to the status of state nationals, and start REBUILDING your lawful, organic, unincorporated
governments.

Reject the fraud and Ox your identities. It is the ONLY way.  All the "reveals" in the world don't matter and they won't stop the tyrants. They
can only be held accountable by living men and woman standing Ormly on the superior jurisdiction of land and soil, never from their owned
slaves.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Nikki, thank you for exposing the truth. It starts with the CertiOcate of Live Birth which opens the trust. Everything throughout your
life is a contract with the corporation. The Death CertiOcate closes the trust. Why do you think you are always asked for your date of
birth and your mother's maiden name? To make you a  b a s t a r d, a ward of the state. Was your mother not married when you were
born? This is only scratching the surface of the deceptions.
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Rovatec
Joined On 6/11/2020 7:06:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Canada already has www.ktdi.org.  Know traveller digital id. (KTDI) Notice that the WEF is a sponsor. Can't make this stuff up.  Our deputy
PM Freeland is on the board of WEF board of trustees www.weforum.org/.../leadership-and-governance  So whose interests are being
served?
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A) First they release a deliberately engineered virus to the world, then they disallow medications and supplements that can save many
needlessly lost lives (read, murder!) Then, they lock down the entire globe (Well and sick alike, the broadest hint anybody could ever
fathom, yet few recognize it). Then they close the noose around our necks with threats "your body or your job/housing/food!" And Onally,
they masquerade as ....HUH? Saviors? WTF???? It is time for the mainstream to wake up! B) If the power structure is based on a
deliberately released virus it is a no-go legally, their alleged power is null and void.

Instead, this is a criminal act, end of story. And no legitimate "emergency" exists, it was a manufactured scheme, so their power grab is
once again, null and void. End of story! C) All involved in the drilled rehearsals and in planning this whole t hing, in engineering and releasing
viruses to the atmosphere, etc all need to be tried in court and permanently interned. C) Invoke the 10th amendment, granting sovereignty
to the States whose power overrides the Feds! We are governed by consent of the governed! Re the WHO Treaty: ****WE DO NOT
CONSENT!****
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Charly ali
Joined On 12/13/2007 12:12:33 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Awesome, Mirandola! As Americans, we are the arbiters of our personal freedom. We have the founders to thank for this.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This WILL be "The New Normal". I guarantee it! The World Economic Forum has inOltrated every one of these countries with their "Young
Global Leaders". This is exactly why Trudeau "decided" to extend his position of POWER to 2025! Between this; and the info from the link
that Rrealrose provided yesterday; there can be no doubt about where 'humanity' is headed!
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OhDear
Joined On 8/4/2021 5:26:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Can anyone provide Rrealrose's link from yesterday? Missed it and it's gone. now.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

No problem! --Prepare yourself. There is no "sugar coating" here. www.bitchute.com/.../Si7GJxrRaDEB
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ragus
Joined On 12/25/2008 4:07:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

All videos are posted at odysee.com/@Corona-Investigative-Committee:5
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks guys! ragus - these are all posted, but an hour excerpt from their latest 5 hr. plus testimonies? From experience, by the time I
reach the third or fourth interview, am nearly asleep from intense listening. Guess this is why some people become lawyers, as I
cannot sit still for 5 hrs anymore....Most may have missed it.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks for the link, Ragus. I didn't realize it was so extensive.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

CHD.TV CONVOY UPDATE live.childrenshealthdefense.org/shows/chd-tv-convoy-update?utm_source=..  (03/30/2022)
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Leahoz
Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Climate Engineering Real Cause of Coming Food Shortage we have crops crash all over the globe.. Dane Wigington and Greg Hunter.. Must
watch...usawatchdog.com/climate-engineering-real-cause-of-coming-food-shortage..
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I've tried to warn hundreds of people about the coming food shortages. 99% choose to continue living in their fantasy world.
Actually; the food shortages have already begun!
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Randyfast, people believe in food shortages where I live. Great place to grow your own food. Very conservative. I noticed they are
more practical than leftists when it comes to economics.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The war on carbon emissions is guaranteed to cause worldwide famine. It's why the entire climate change narrative is INSANE! Yes,
the climate is changing, but it has nothing to do with CO2. In a perfect world, atmospheric CO2 would be between 800 and 1200ppm
(parts per million). That's the concentration where photosynthesis in plants is maximized. The more the better. We are currently at
400ppm. We could potentially DOUBLE our crop output simply by increasing atmospheric carbon emissions to 800ppm. Every time I
Ond a climate activist pushing this carbon emissions propaganda I ask them what is the goal for CO2 concentrations.

They can NEVER answer that simple question. I'm like "REALLY"??? If our current CO2 level of 400ppm is too high and all life ceases
to exist at concentrations lower than 150ppm then the goal must be somewhere in between those 2 numbers. That's when the
discussion abruptly ends. It ends, not because they can't answer the question. It ends because they Ogure out that you (me) are onto
them. By lowering CO2 concentrations you basically cut off food supply to the poorest people in the world. This is all part of Bill
Gates and other globalist objectives to reduce the population of the planet. Growing up I was always perplexed by my grandmother's
greenhouse.

She grew food and plants to sell year round. She would often comment on how her winter (greenhouse) strawberries would produce
more strawberries than her spring strawberries that grew outside the greenhouse. Same for her [ower arrangements that she sold.
She did use grow lamps to extend the daylight hours, but that wasn't the reason for the increased output. She used a butane heater
to heat her very large greenhouse. The heater was increasing the CO2 concentrations inside the greenhouse!! I remember going in
there and barely being able to breathe due to oxygen deprivation!
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If you want closer to reality, Accuweather reporting in the US is going to their solar energy expert, describing sun spot activities and
how these show up as the Northern Lights, in the northern hemisphere. Will post a link: watch the embedded video -
www.accuweather.com/en/space-news/northern-lights-to-glow-over-us-wedn..  - most meterologists know that its sun activity
determining much climate conditions. However, burning less fossil fuels: coal emissions are the biggest threat (think China power
plants), reduces early deaths due to particulate inhalation over time. Lead, thorium, all sorts of nasty byproducts of combustion for
human health.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Rensmith; unfortunately, I seem to be living in Zombietown...still looking for signs of inteligent life! --- Rreal; do you understand that
the weather reports come from Defense Agencies - Lockheed and Raytheon?
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi Randy, doesn't matter, every so often some scholar from Yale or a high level meteorologist from Accuweather or whatever service
lets it slip that its sun activity as the major driver. We also have poles shifting faster, Antarctica glacier melting faster...call it
whatever you want.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Aside from US geo-engineering, no doubt causing multiple issues in extreme "100 year" droughts and massive [oods occurring each
year, this tidbit showed up this morning - "UN Food Chief: War In Ukraine Has Created 'A Catastrophe On Top Of A Catastrophe' - - -
www.huffpost.com/entry/ukraine-war-food-insecurity_n_6243ef55e4b0e44de..
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Remember the crisis back when Castro told the citizens of Cuba to plant food on every available spec of land? Remember when N.
Korea chose not to? Me either, but it happened! And Cubans didn't die!  Now is the time for us to do the same. Serious weird stuff
beginning. Was warned again from a high up Fed - watch the smoke and mirrors, nothing we're being told is reality. And then once
again - BE WARNED OF CHINA.  Oh, that didn't make the hairs on my neck stand up!!! Ugh.
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Solzhenitsyn
Joined On 3/4/2022 6:39:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Smart countries will cancel their membership. Trump saw the danger of WHO. The same propaganda that supported the world wide "health'
advice most probably was at work against his presidency ship. I am saying this from the outside of the US. Negative media against him was
relentless most likely paid by the same people who are working for the WEF.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I hope you are right!
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nickjj
Joined On 12/21/2021 4:40:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

WHO's top man, TEDROS, hangs out at Davros.
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

off-topic. An update on the D.C. Trucker's Convoy. In California ten bills have been introduced that are nothing but more tyranny. One of the
bills, AB 1993 will require all workers to be vaccinated. The Truckers know this will impact them and at this point in time say this is more
important to stop than the "Fed Emergency Use Authorization". A group of Truckers are leaving DC and will regroup in LA on April 10th to
protest. Just today AB 1993 was shelved and it appears that they feared the Trucker protest. Let's support the April 10th rally in LA. Be
there if possible. www.thegatewaypundit.com/2022/03/bill-require-california-workers-vacci..
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maxxon
Joined On 2/22/2016 3:30:00 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

WHO needs to be "deemed" by all sovereign countries as "an enemy of the mankind". All countries need to totally ignore everything that
comes out of this criminal organization.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Good luck with that! Here's a link, scroll down and you will Ond a list of the Who's largest donors as of 2017/2018:
www.who.int/.../contributors
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Very few Sovereign countries left. Almost all of them are Incorporated. They are no longer countries, they are corporations.
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ICFUBAR
Joined On 6/5/2021 6:48:02 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

All these misanthropes can pass all the dark protocols they want but if the people unite and do not go along with their nihilist BS then these
protocols are just so much hot air. One wonders when their death cult will become so obvious that the majority of people will revolt and
revolutionize human society, hopefully through peaceful means, through either a general strike or simply setting up society with new
parameters as to how the human experiment will proceed.
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medrakemdgmail.com
Joined On 3/10/2021 10:35:16 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is like the "Star Trek" people Oghting the Borg. Resistance is futile, they say, you will be eliminated. Every episode is the same, whether
the plandemic treaty or the gun conOscation treaty or the global warming treaty. We must remember what George Washington said about
treaties, and must beat them by the end of every episode. We must remember that if they get power, after Crack Pipe Joe porcine
pornographer Abrams is in our future as puppet world president.
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RampagingManatee
Joined On 5/15/2021 1:16:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

These pathetic failures, Gates-Tedros-Schwab..., should have given saline or [u shots to make the 'covid shots' appear to work. Everyone
but the most blue-pilled ostriches can see these shots don't work at all to their stated purpose. Even a lot of the struthionoforme-humans
among us can see the clot shots are sci-O poison. (No offense to our [ightless, feathered friends.) So the passports will identify the sick,
feeble, and dying? Good plan! Then again, I guess it's what we should expect from proOteering nerds, marxist terrorists, and cheesy
wannabe supervillains.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My observation. IMO, it is the jab that is spreading covid and many other illnesses and adverse effects.
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sussmuss
Joined On 6/4/2009 1:04:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So what will happen to us pure bloods.....will we be taken somewhere?  I mean really?  I dont see anyone going there.
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nickjj
Joined On 12/21/2021 4:40:09 PM
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Not a word a word about this in my newspaper. I agree it is a terrible proposition -- one that can only take place if they proceed as they are
now -- using that semi-secret method where only insiders know what is really going on and the rest of us have to search for details. The
WHO is showing they don't care about the public's input, just the public's money.  The WHO failed in THIS covid pandemic! Mandating
behavior, tretment and vaccine policies that (in many instances predictably) didn't work. Covid data is coming in showing vaccine fails in
Israel and UK, and it will be months before more proof comes in.

Why should we give the WHO (and those affecting in[uence on WHO like Bill Gates and the Pharma Industry) any more power until the
WHO incompetents are removed with a THOROUGH institutional housecleaning? WHO's Mr. Tedros did NOTHING during Covid that worked!
His exit from WHO is a no-brainer! He must be the Orst to go, and Tedros' replacement MUST NOT BE HAND-PICKED OR APPROVED BY BILL
GATES like Tedros was. It is time for the public monies given to WHO to be spent on clean water, anti-poverty, food equity and basic care --
not on Corporate Drug and Vaccine ProOteering Programs that promote drugs and vaccines that have not been proven safe with even the
most basic testing.

To give WHO more power to overrule sovereign nations is to give WHO and its in[uencers the ability to rule by totalitarian force. World
Health Organization? How is it good for the health of any nation's people if the WHO PUNISHES them with sanctions? Good health is not the
goal of sanctions!
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Clh8735
Joined On 4/14/2017 9:50:40 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I belong to a wellness center that has two testing systems/various bioenergetic treatment plans that help many with various illnesses. I
have been challenged for over 40years to Ond resolve to my chronic ills with holistic therapies and getting more great results with this
centers testing and treatments! Their staff have reported an increase in people coming there with issues from covid/vaccines. I’ve worked
so hard in past 15 years to learn drugs were not the answer, Onding holistic therapies worthy and Onally healing to enjoy life!! NOW to be
threatened by this proposed EVIL pandemic treaty to go backwards by ending my health choices that I had years of freedom to experiment
and learn what’s best for my body!!!! MY BODY…MY CHOICE!!!! Those of the deep state just keep steam rolling along with their Agendas…
what’s is it going to take to 

🛑

 this madness?  I will not comply!!
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I feel your pain. I did the same thing in 1995-2000. Very expensive! Insurance won't cover 90% of it! I nearly went bankrupt, but I was
able to CURE my health problems and walk away from the medical system! Now I'm going to be forced to go back to pre-1995? NO
THANK YOU! If they put a gun to my head, I would tell them to EFF themselves!
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mat1933
Joined On 5/7/2021 8:23:28 AM
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Europe is at war with the US, turning us into another EU state. There Godless world view is being implemented here, watch the suicide rate
go up.
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mat1933
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The WORLD HEALTH ORG has been and still is monitoring my family's every move. They literally have collage students track, monitor and
report on us no matter where we go in the world.
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JanBrownIndiana
Joined On 12/4/2012 12:25:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I can only hope that more and more are waking up to the utter scam Covid was and NEVER, EVER LET THAT HAPPEN AGAIN.  Individuals
need to practice saying "I will not comply". If enough do that, there is hope. Otherwise, it's all over, plain and simple. We don't have to wait
for others to give us permission - we each have to do this on our own.
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM
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This isn't new, but just the latest attempt to circumvent the Constitution via treaty. They've tried to get that maritime treaty passed, & the
'international rights of the child' to give perverts the right to use children & elites to usurp the rights of parents for decades. It's a well known
subversive strategy.  So-called 'core' dumbing down UNESCO curriculum is part of the same dumb down & exploit, more easily enslave
pattern. Each new generation of 'educators' is less literate & truly capable than the last, parroting indoctrinated indoctrinating. The 'bullying'
curriculum part of the core which set up kids to be bullied by most favored of the users, that which brings most funding via drug, hormone,
specialized surgeries etc.

Minority monies were used in that, now 'green' & 'sustainable'. Dialectic. Nothing new under the sun. The people behind these things are
wicked& do not have anyone's best interest in mind, just their own lusts. We can clearly see the effects of conditioning generations to all
these things, & covid & the 'treaty', shots, seizing control of 'healthcare', Onance having set up easy to control & crash systems purposely &
despite all warnings, food etc is just more of the same.  People denied it, wouldn't talk about it because it was 'negative' & 'conspiracy
theory', while it grew in the dark & only touching 'people like that'.

Well, it's touching everybody now, & those who warred against it for all those decades chopped off at the knees, Onancially ruined,
ghettoized & demoralized, so unlikely to trust anyone anymore because it proves futile...and dangerous in a perverse lying relativist corrupt
culture where only power & craft makes a difference, where even the children are targeted, & truth either falls in the streets, to the
demoralization & bribing, or gets cruciOed. Welcome to the new world order.
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NikkiEagle
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The constitutions already only apply to them, they do not apply to the people....but unfortunately the population is so ignorant of
history that the majority just doesn't get that. A constitution is a contract that provides explicit authority to an agent. It has zero to do
with a living man or woman. This is yet another bastardized piece of history that has been improperly taught in inverted public
schools for decades.  Everything already IS maritime. That's what water jurisdiction is all about; the world where corporations exist,
under the UCC....contract law. And all contracts must be in writing.  Getting out from under their thumb is not as di^cult as people
have convinced themselves it is.  It's really very simple.  A witnessed declaration, with two witnesses who attest that you are who
you say you are.

Uploaded to public record. Boom...you are out of that jurisdiction.  Then, you use your new status to push back against tyranny.  - I've
been doing it since early 2022, and so far, so good. My UCC liens against the state governor and cabinet scions are sitting there on
public record.....and the contract to the U.S. Treasury to collect on them for me was accepted. I'm waiting for my money and hoping
that the entire Onancial system doesn't collapse before that happens but even if it does, liens by a Orst priority lien creditor who is a
declared sovereign are not dischargeable by any means other than full payment. So we shall see.
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I do not know about the constitutions of other nations, but we here in the US had the Declaration of Independence; & then a
Constitution w/ a Bill of Rights which hindered those seeking to take an illegitimate& unlawful authority over the free citizens. The
Jesuits& other occultists like Bacon had desires for America as a Babylonian ordered system that occulted men& women of craft
could steer,& they've never ceased attempting to take it back under Rome, the head of all layered Babylonian craft& global empire,
including the bankers: the Rothschild's have ever been the Vatican's bankers.

It's a 'deal' between the two types of false craft& philosophical Jews: Rev 2 & those relating Smyrna Jewish by blood, rejecting Christ
according to the scriptures & persecutors; & Rev 3, those NOT Jewish but claiming to have replaced them, the Augustinians. The Law
of Moses forbids the taking of usury by Jews upon Jews: but by dealing w/Rome they could act as middlemen for her taking usury
FOR those pretend Jews, back scratching back.

In the churches there is neither Jew nor Gentile but Christ all & in all. Gal 3 & Col 3 KJB. Rome deals w/ the occulted craft& elite of all
religions so long as they submit to her: the people ALWAYS lose w/o knowledge of the scriptures & freedom indeed. And constant
vigilance. They thought they could use the people to set up their branch of the Romish order, an 'evolving' new order, new Atlantis to
some. Using them to win the war, then shaft them back to serf status.

But the 1st Constitutional Convention could not get ratiOed because they tried to get something European& Romish, elitist& layered,
passed, & a really saved man, by the word & literate in that word, Patrick Henry, blew the whistle. God messed that thing up. Now
men forget,& Rome's the master ofcraft& historical revisionism. They had to work to wrest it back to their bogus Babylonian
evolutionary thing, left&right to game, divide& deceive. Craft &occult all the way, not truth& light
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2) Never before had any Constitution had a Bill of Rights for ALL the citizens of every class & station. It had always only been elites,
aristocrats & cronies of Rome or her Daughters aping her order via Augustinianism which is Babylonian & Romish, not rooted in
scripture & evident truth. And it was not popular with the elites, European powers & such ....for in those places where the
Augustinians & open Romanists, papists, were not in power: slavery was already illegal as men realized how inconsistent w/
scripture it was. There was no slavery in Rhode Island, for instance, where the baptists promoted toleration & eschewed forced
conformity in conscientious matters & religion.

I'm not sure about PA, I think the Quakers were more inconsistent about it though there was much debate. Within 50-60 years, the
Evangelicals had achieved Abolition in Great Britain by the triumph of the King James Bible convicting the hearts of the people, & the
agitators & corporatists went nuts in the US trying to keep it here, as the money invested in slavery shifted. The handwriting was on
the wall that slavery was ending, but Rome & the corporatists played it to get maximum mileage by promoting violent agitation in the
North, & Onancing the South. Jeff Davis' Confederacy was Onanced w/ Vatican gold, & no world power government recognized his
government as legitimate but the Vatican; Lincoln was assassinated in a Catholic plot when he favored restoration of the South
because he knew most men who fought did so for independence & states' rights not even owning slaves as the big
Catholic&Anglican slave-holders & plantations.

The corporatists wanted to seize power in the Carpet Bagger Southern Democrat machine we're still dealing w/ today. And they're
internationalists, globalists, no allegiance to any nation & lawless, a law unto themselves. 2 arms to historical revisionism, too. You
can verify every statement made here, no blind faith in any man required.
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3) They have always worked through covert agencies & agitations, seeking to agitate to the point of explosion, & running false [ags
because then they can excuse coming in to restore order....their way, & as planned from the getgo. This isn't new. Just the level of
technology now available to them, & the fact that men have forgotten God & bought into the changed & perverted versions so that
they're back to blindly following & trusting men to divine for them.  Wait til they get a load of what their 'Phoenix' or whatever they're
waiting for shows up: Rev 9 - 20 KJB.

Not as they're thinking, plotting & planning will it go. To get this far they corrupted the light & salt, & removed the standard; promoted
easily exploited demoralized, dumbed down & superstitious people: once upon a time, in a place that was no place, and a time that
was no time, nothing exploded & everything was. Why & how? Just trust us (and if you trust US, you can keep you sin & have
indulgences & heaven, too).....of course, they're liars & of their father, the father of lies, but people love [attering lies & sins so it's an
easy sale.

There are extent letters between Darwin & Huxley expressing shock at how easy it really was: because of the chaOng against God's
standards for marriage, boundaries to sexuality etc. The rest was easy, but they all forget God who is not mocked, & who IS the way,
the truth & the life who foretold this whole mess & who raises & removes nations, & who gathers the nations into one in order to
judge them. Terrible times coming. One refuge.  And all the money & power in the world isn't going to help in that time coming.
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Do the individual states have laws that echo the federal constitution and bill of rights? Like if the Federal Government goes haywire,
is there protection in the fall back position of a sovereign state in the Union? That sort of thing.... I lack the vocabulary for this topic.
I hope my question makes some sense....
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I can't answer you, Nickjj. All I know is that I kept Onding lies& misrepresentations even in so-called 'Christian histories of America'
after I'd rejected the obviously falsiOed& dumbed down public ed stuff driven by UN, UNESCO, the Deweyites (Never forget that
Dewey organized the bloody Soviet Union's craft schools of the sorcerers' apprentices for forcing compliance or killing the resisters,
labeling them 'mentally ill', 'dangerous', 'enemies of the people' & such things: classical inquisition & classical Luciferianism/Sun Tzu
'dragon wisdom', Kali & so forth...many faces & masks that ol' father of lies & his craft, most of them dupes & deceived, only a few
deeply enough initiated to how evil it really is.) etc.

As I dug for the truth, I found bits& pieces of the occulted truth, occulted by men according to the spirit they serve. It's Babylonian
craft, as foretold& passed on subterraneously. They make evil 'good',& good, evil. Bullies heroes, the bullied bad guys, keeping men in
their sins.

Self-excusing, self-righteous,& self-justifying any evil they do as 'for the greater good'.  Way back the Manifest
Destiny&nicolaitan/elite types were working to dismantle the Bill of Rights, to redeOne their meaning thru 'natural law', another
perversion& subtle, like Rome's evolving traditions& philosophies(generally appropriately named 'bulls', spoken by the papist
godmen 'ex cathedra'....abra-cadabra). Oliver Wendell Holmes was among those. The Scopes trial was one of their manipulations,
which they lost BTW...a media, myth-making drama to be spun by the papers, then the 'holy rood': the sorcerer's rod of Hollywood.

Nothing of science but du Jardin& Lemaitre's Jesuitical theater via some Weishaupt 'transformed' craftsman of ol' Erasmus Darwin&
Huxley the elder & sons;seizing science back to Rome's craft control, w/ the help of some kabalist/loosey-goosey Talmudic Jews like
Freud, 'open marriage' Einstein etc & familiar spirit enthusiast Jung. Scholastically indoct
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2 nickjj... ) ...trinated sorcerers' apprentices selectively educated in 'winking' selective sight& hypocrisy, handily encouraged in sin
while young& inexperienced, then extorted& used if they prove too di^cult to initiate& lead deeper into lies, otherwise resistant to
the demoralization,the remaking of men, 'transforming' them closer to the desires of those deepest in, highest up,& wealthy w/
ill-gotten gain aided by the brotherhood& its spirit. They make of the law a pretzel& playdough plaything, not being rooted in truth,&
have even 'evolved' the bible in the minds of most men by controlling the scholarship&changing the underlying texts used by the
unwary& unvigilant for translation(good old Jesuit-invented 'critical theory'& pagan philosophical Goethe catching many in their
nets).

But they forget that freedom indeed comes only of God,& that all men are corruptible& tainted by sin,needing the good seed of the
word, saving power of God's will & choosing of the humble, rejecting the proud sons of Satan (John 1,3& 8 KJB), children of
disobedience & servants of the god of this world(Ephesians KJB), the righteousness of Christ. When men turn to ritual craft& the
many devices of their own power &righteousness,& even preachers& saints are confused&confounded, corrupt salt& light:
unrepentant, unregenerate reprobates are the result& the blessings of God are lost w/the foundations of just Law.

Men are given over to learn what it actually means to be 'on their own', in Satan's dominion. They've come far in dismantling the
protections to the seizure of power by the hidden global corporatist hand, the national federalized powers that got a HUGE boost in
1913 after the ASB was received by the 'scholars'& God began further removing his hand of protection from this nation. So-called
'biological' evolution was a given after spiritist& 'cosmic' existentialism/charismania were received by many, so handy for excuse of
sin, lack of responsibility before God.
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brodiebrock12
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NOT related, but any truth to the whole Will Smith incident being staged and tied to the "just today" released NEW POzer drug to treat wait
for it.....ALOPECIA (autoimmune issue). POzer was the primary sponsor of the Oscar's too. Coincidence?
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No kidding eh? Wonder how much the payout was.
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thinkinmama
Joined On 6/28/2021 12:29:53 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As soon as I heard about Covid I had a gut feeling it was released intentional. I’m convinced that was only the beginning of their snowball of
events to depopulate. These planned catastrophes will continue until they reach their ideal population or they’re stopped somehow.
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Bill Gates is the root of evil. He is behind so many things going on.
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Hotsocks
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Why would anybody allow Gates to have any in[uence on any matters that affect humanity when he favors DEPOPULATION?
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why....because no one holds him ACCOUNTABLE. Why would he not continue doing whatever he wishes to do? The #1 crisis we face
is ZERO accountability at almost every level of society and especially within the elite swamp tied space.
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Joined On 3/11/2007 1:57:54 PM
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Bill Gates follows a method. It has been a very successful method in the world of PCs. In all cases it has been monopolistic and local
governments have no control over anything Bill Gates is willing to do. And it is all about money grabbing. He is a modern day person in the
mold of the Rockefellers of a past generation with their monopolistic practices at Standard Oil. That being said there are differences
between Bill Gates and the original Rockefeller family. He appears to be above the law. Meaning he once had a huge scandal over
something called double disk in which it was stolen code for code for Windows and eventually cost Microsoft a lot of money.

IF he is willing to steal once, he is going to be willing to steal again. Only this time in an entirely different way. The bombshell here is he is
getting away with it and on a world stage. He is now one of the wealthiest individuals on the planet. He does have a time bomb. That bomb
is every one of us lives a certain amount of time in human bodies capable of living no more than 130 years. Those bodies have faulty
programming deliberately put in place after the genocide of the human race in a great [ooding of the lands.

The disabling of a gene that allowed us to produce our own vitamin C is partly to blame. Aging resembles radioactive poisoning. That also
may be traced back to the amount of water in the upper atmosphere prior to the [ood. People in the areas shadowed extremely well by
surrounding mountains apparently live a whole lot longer than we do. Their diet also has something to do with it. Bill Gates will die from
those stated aging conditions no matter how wealthy he seems to be. In the meantime, his activities do need to be contained. I do not see
how that will happen.
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The UN needs to be dismantled so that all of its subsidiaries and treaties no longer possess any power!
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Glastian
Joined On 1/18/2021 8:16:54 AM
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Another excellent article Dr Mercola, thank you. Particularly interesting is the reference to the New Zealand Maoris and their opposition to
the WHO, highlighting the illegal government. No different from most of the countries “colonised” by those with the biggest cudgels in
bygone days; thieves by another name. If we had an untainted judiciary, the present casedemic would be over long ago
www.standfortruth.co.uk/when-your-government-becomes-a-corporation/
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OUR agents have a Oduciary duty to uphold the laws and constitutions of the several, united states and the United States.  Agents take
oaths of o^ce that the courts have declared are so important a failure to take one equates to abandonment of o^ce. Too, the courts
declared oaths cannot be taken retroactively. These oaths are clear in their purpose, which coincides with founding documents that make
clear government, at all levels, exists to secure individual liberties. From oaths we can move to authority. On that, again, founding
documents determine its application in our government. Those documents make clear authority has its limits. Among those limitations is
that an elected o^cial cannot delegate his or her authority to another, though they may appoint agents to the extent they are necessary to
perform their duties.

Being able to re-delegate authority would invalidate checks and balances, since the individual to whom authority is delegated is not chosen
by the people, or subject to an oath. Handing authority over to private businesses to run stop light cameras, to monitor tolls and so on is the
stuff of Robo Cop nightmares. That would be paled by allowing foreigners to run our country. To understand the importance of these things,
we need only look at the supply chain issues in the news. We have a minute taste of what happens when we allow other countries to be in
control of needed and wanted products.
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I am wondering what the suicide rate is, how much higher than usual? I watched a mortician/coroner talk (the best doctor I've seen) and he
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Post your comment  Next Article !  

I am wondering what the suicide rate is, how much higher than usual? I watched a mortician/coroner talk (the best doctor I've seen) and he
said all death is up quite a lot, his speech is riveting. rumble.com/vywwwv-3-28-22-the-peoples-convoy-joins-medical-freedom-ral..  his (Dr
Grahm Hetrick) talk starts at 1:15 ~~~ those Maori guys in NZ are wonderful !!! Now that is how to represent the people!!!
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Dante404
Joined On 3/31/2018 1:33:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Does anyone know if this would affect Liechtenstein, the only country that is not part of the WHO?
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Does anyone knows if this would affect Liechtenstein, which is the only country that is not part of the WHO?
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Krofter
Joined On 6/2/2015 9:47:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

More highly proOtable mind games - secularheretic.substack.com/p/mk-ultra-cognitive-bias-programming?s=w
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joero_
Joined On 4/28/2008 10:55:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am so overloaded with junk news reports and stories from either side I now ignore them all. I read the Wall Street Journal and even The
Epoch Times (their health articles are exceptional) is pretty good.
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dfarrich
Joined On 3/28/2016 1:46:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Time to invoke Amendment 25 and kick the leftist lot to the curb. That's a start.
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thinkinmama
Joined On 6/28/2021 12:29:53 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I agree 100% but at this point he’s just a puppet doing/saying what he’s told. I’m really surprised they haven’t kicked him out so the
moronic VP can step in. I can’t listen to either of them speak about anything because they’re both so incompetent. Neither are
capable enough to lead a kindergarten class let alone the whole country.
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Joined On 4/22/2009 11:50:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

@juststeve I like your comment The biggest act of resistance is to be Together Again. Do you think it is safe to be together, close together
with the vaccinated? Is the fear of the vaccinated another scare tactic planted by controlled opposition to keep the unvaxxed isolated?
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Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

To my amazement I watched a video with a doctor who had pericarditis and she caught it from a client who had just got the vax.
Maybe I misunderstood, or I hope I misunderstood.... you can watch:
rumble.com/vywwwv-3-28-22-the-peoples-convoy-joins-medical-freedom-ral..  I loved the coroner who talks at 1:15 and she is after
his 15 minute talk.
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dividingcricker
Joined On 2/25/2012 10:40:20 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It could be that last straw thing .......what if everyone just stopped going to Drs , Hospitals and turned off their phones ,TVs ....I think people
have quit believing ....The Russians quit long ago ....My dad had a son that thought the USA was heading for Communism in the 1970s
....He was commenting that the USA and Russia were two ships passing in the night  one headed for Capitalism and one headed for
Communism ..We just don't know when it will happen ....I think we have missed this realty .....
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Smiller23
Joined On 1/9/2011 10:13:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Forgive me if I am unaware... but where is it written in law that U.S. representatives can assign such sweeping powers to a non-nation
entity? Just because they say so?
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

When the governed are frightened sheep, the gubmint can institute anything they desire.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

When major changes are enacted while using emergency powers, as these suspend normal governance. A great trick, if you can pull
it off!
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gcmchctcyahoo.com
Joined On 2/17/2022 7:07:13 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And the light of a candle shall shine no more at all in thee; and the voice of the bridegroom and of the bride shall be heard no more at all in
thee: for thy merchants were the great men of the earth; for by thy sorceries were all nations deceived. sorceries = pharmakeia
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ReluctantWarrior
Joined On 1/29/2018 8:51:53 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

At this point it should be clear that the forces of world control and governance are going to pursue their agenda come hell or high water.
What we, the free thinking people of this planet, need to do now is to go out on our own. Way far away from the centers of civilization and
form our own intentional communities where we can learn to fend for ourselves and become self-reliant and lead decent lives making use
of our creative imagination and our will to live in accord with nature.
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robbie2u
Joined On 6/29/2011 11:51:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The WHO is copying Tolkien's Lord of the Rings quite literally. One health body to rule them all, one health body to Ond them, one health
body to bring them all and in the darkness bind them. Would that not make Rockefeller Sauron and Tedros and Orc? Unfortunately the WHO
is not a Ogment of one's imagination.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Gates, Fauci etc all nary a scratch upon them even after all this time and exposing. They just keep doin what they have always done and we
all wonder why it keeps happening
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ZERO accountability. All the same players in all the same positions. Nothing changes until it does
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Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

bodie ~ did you hear about Reinor Fuellmich's lawyer getting arrested on suspicion of terrorism?
thewashingtonstandard.com/french-attorney-arrested-for-suspicion-of-te..   And she hasn't been heard from since March 22
truth11.com/2022/03/23/one-of-reiner-fuellmichs-grand-jury-lawyers-arr..
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NOT surprising 020202!
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Throughout the history of pandemics, it has never been the case when ALL people on Earth got sick from the pandemic causing pathogen.
It has never been the case that all people who got sick died. We are all different. We live in different climates, in geographically different
locations that DO affect how the virus behaves under different environmental conditions. We live in country side and high rise building. We
take crowded buses and we walk or drive a car alone. We get exposed to the healing rays of sun, swim in the ocean daily and walk
barefooted. We live under artiOcial light, never "smell" the ocean and covered in layers of clothing and sun-screen.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

And over the past 100 years, pandemics have been tied to a lab leaks, dangerous research, and manmade: add in HIV with
contaminated vaxxns and similar.
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Emilyette
Joined On 5/31/2007 12:17:27 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The whole world has gone insane!!! They're all money grubbing, controlling, delusional, evil excuses for a human being. They don't even rate
as a human at all. We need a revolution!!
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Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As far as I'm concerned America is already dead. Organize and network locally--if possible--to prepare for what lies ahead when the WHO
takes over. I'm a pessimist.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Nope, rensmith, you are a realist.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/30/2022 10:17:08 AM
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kara224
Joined On 2/17/2022 7:16:11 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Do the [rich] and control nuts ,who pushing their culture of dismiss,think, we the people,Who will not live as a dog.Will guerrilla attack their
lie of many sorts,with words and bombs of truth...Bullets will eventually annihilate,with justice...And all the [rich] with no mercy toward
fellow man,will ,like the poor man, will be PENNYLESS, the moment they die...
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Russel2
Joined On 11/25/2021 1:42:41 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

All very well said and so on but eventually what could we do??????

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/30/2022 3:38:11 AM
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zinovius
Joined On 12/12/2020 2:36:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

in the age of internet it's impossible to hide the truth. Truth will always show up for everyone to see and learn. Internet as The New
Free media will give the birth to the new Leader somewhere in the world who will take the lead to bring the world back to the right
shape, to free itself from criminal cartels like Google, Bill Gates, FB, POzer...etc. Probably most people today wish to go back in time,
when Herbs, clean food without chemicals was the norm, back to the times when doctors were Real, when medications were
herbs(like for example Dr. John Christopher's since 1930s). No organization or maOa in the world is forever.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/30/2022 5:12:39 AM
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We are governed by consent of the governed. Invoke the 10th amendment, which grants sovereign powers to the States overriding
the Feds on State territory. "WE DO NOT CONSENT!" Period, end of story. Plus, a manufactured emergency based on a virus released
to the public from a lab, is hardly any legally legitimate grounds for a power heist. Face it, they are on shaky legal ground.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Klaus Schwab's staunchest allies are his fellow elitists and the clueless idiots who don't know he exists. Pretty funny how no one
likes his book or the posts of predictions for humanity the WEF puts out on Twitter. But those who go along with the BS are helping
him reach his goals. Whether they believe in him or not. Kind of like the Christian devil.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Act locally, screw globally. You can only live in and affect a tiny slice of this world and that is all that matters.
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Marago
Joined On 12/28/2020 9:29:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Russel2, talk to people and ask questions. Listen, then speak truth. Within 30 seconds, I guarantee that you will discover if they are
brain dead and under mass formation psychosis, in which case your conversation might not go anywhere. On the other hand, you
may just offer a shaft of light that shines in their darkness and causes even a pause, and then new thought.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

zinovius, do you really believe there exists a mortal being that can become the new Leader to bring the whole world back to the right
shape and break the bonds of evil???
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

brianallen, what about DeSantis or Rand Paul or Pompeo?
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

020202, They are the lesser of evils which still makes them evil. NOBODY is ever permitted to rise to any power with out being
bought, sold and corrupted. They are simply controlled opposition. All politicians are actors on a stage following a script. They are
only puppets doing the bidding of their masters. Some are permitted to do less harm and damage than others. Never trust any man
to lead you. Trust in God to lead you. If you do not wish to trust and obey the Creator, at least lead yourself. That is what a Republic
is. Self governance. The people only require very limited government to operate basic services. We certainly don't need a federal
government to rule our every thought, desire and action.
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lga7761
Joined On 9/4/2015 2:51:15 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

twitter.com/erictopol/status/1506067380820070401?s=21&t=rrdR-gfr7H..
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